monarchs were itinerant, the inclusion of such information enabled audiences to see a physical manifestation of kingship and the king who guaranteed the charter. His image became more ubiquitous, even if he was not always physically present. Beyond this, the subsequent preservation of the charters within institutions such as cathedrals, monasteries, and town councils, provided sites of memory for the monarch and his accomplishments. It is clear that these charters were not just distributed and forgotten about. Subsequent reigns would issue confirmations of the rights from previous charters and there is evidence that people used these documents to contest their rights. In a famous example, Archbishop Rodrigo Jimenez de Rada notes that the accession of Fernando III to the Castilian throne in part "was proved by a charter of [Alfonso VIII's], which was kept in a chest in the cathedral of Burgos." 5 This article will argue that these markers of dating clauses, while not unique to Castilian-Leonese charters, underpinned an articulation of kingship built upon socio-political and religious actions. The resulting circulation of such news of dynastic marriages, feudal ceremonies of knighting and homage, and territorial conquests in turn bolstered the authority, reputation, and stability of the crown. Focusing on the charters of Fernando III, king of Castile-León (r. 1217-1252), the article will trace the identity construction of a pious and martial monarch, and the subsequent dissemination of this reputation to an audience that increasingly did not come in contact with the physical presence of the king.
The image of Fernando III, and more generally, that of kings, has largely been shaped by the image constructed by chronicles. 6 This is especially true for Fernando III whose legacy has been appropriated by several "distinct moments in the history of Spain" who "all participated in the same desire to utilize the figure of the king in the function of the political worries of the moment." 7 In the process of relying on chronicle evidence, other types of sources capable of defining the rhetoric of rulership for the reign of Fernando III and thirteenth-century Iberia have been ascribed a more marginal status. The use of charter evidence provides insight into how the individuals who operated closest to the king represented and disseminated an image of monarchical power. 8 As such, charters engage in a debate about the history of power, especially as it concerns the articulation and negotiation of leadership. Liam Moore argues that the process of issuing a charter was a performance whereby the words of the king are reflected through the lens of the chancery and subject to the assent of those present as witnesses. 9 Thus an audience existed at the moment of issuance that could hear the faithful deeds of the submission of Muslim rulers and the pious recovery of territory. Moreover, Sirantoine suggests that these documents could constitute a "support for the diffusion of ideas created in other places as a type of experimental laboratory for advancing and developing ideologies that spread to other sources."
10 This migration of ideas thus allows a dialectical relationship in the construction of kingship, not simply an imposition from above or through later chronicles authored with competing agendas and historical reflection.
Thanks to the efforts of Julio González, 852 charters of Fernando III's reign have been edited from either the original text or from a later confirmation, providing a corpus of material for systematic study. These charters can be further categorized based upon their two principal forms: privilegio rodado and letters. The privilegio rodado was the most formal and solemn document available to the court. A highly formulaic and stylized document, these are identified by the presence of solemn formulas and initial protocols, a rueda at the base of the document, and columns of confirmation from bishops and nobles.
11 Also issued by the court, but of a slightly less formal nature are the letters. 12 This category has a further subdivision, based upon content, of concessions and mandates. These documents contain neither the witness lists nor the rueda.
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One of the concluding formulaic elements of both types of charters is the dating clause.
14 In the most basic sense, the dating clause provides an indication of when and where the document was created. For the reign of Fernando III, the typical formula was Facta carta apud (location) + (date). The dating system employed the Era dating system and marked days according to the Roman division of the month; prior to the merging of the crowns of Castile and León in 1230, it also indicated the regnal year. Due to their more highly formalized nature, the privilegio rodados also occasionally include contemporary events. Beginning with the reign of Alfonso VII (r. 1126-1157), these markers highlighted major achievements in the reign of the monarch. 15 For Alfonso VII, this space became a place to highlight his imperial status, both through the use of imperator and notices of vassalage, military conquest, marriage and other socio-political achievements. 16 Even after the kingdom was divided, this tradition continued in both León and Castile. 17 The dating clauses of the charters of Alfonso VIII of Castile can also be divided into several distinct highlights of his power: the conquest of Cuenca in 1177, the knighting of Alfonso IX of León and Conrad, Duke of Rothenburg (d. 1196) in 1188, and the victory at Las Navas de Tolosa in 1212. 18 Moreover the inclusion of the adverb "videlicet," added during the reign of Alfonso VIII of Castile (r. 1158-1214), places an emphasis on the role of the clause in disseminating information about the reign of the king. Having a root in the verb videre, to see, the phrase indicates the importance of the document as a witness to the actions of kingship. While it is true that the use of contemporary events is not unique to the Castilian-Leonese monarchy, with instances found in the charters of other European polities, an interesting facet of these clauses is the increased frequency of use for the clause after the date. 19 Particularly within the context of military conquest, the record no longer becomes a contemporary event 12 ibid., 167-168. 13 but evolves into a marker of reputation, a way to recall events that occurred two, three, or even four years prior. In so doing, the dating clauses exemplify the active kingship described as characteristic of the Castilian monarchy and not based primarily on a sacral political theology. While the inclusion of such information in the performance of a charter could be considered in itself a ritual, it is one that is rooted in a notion of power via actions instead dogmas.
This use of the dating clause as a record of active deeds of kingship meant that other more ideological means to describe the king were not as necessary. For the reign of Fernando III, the increased use of royal deeds in the dating clause coincides with a decrease in the use of preambles. Within the context of a charter, the preamble or arenga emphasize the solemnity of the document and these introductory flourishes are a prominent characteristic of the "letters of ecclesiastical and secular rulers and often betray the preoccupations, and perhaps the pretensions of the ruler whose chancery employs them." 20 Of the 852 known documents, Julio González counts 92, or approximately eleven percent, as having contained them. 21 However, the overall low proportion masks the clustered distribution of implementation. The majority of the preambles occur within the initial years of Fernando's reign, and taper off after 1224. While they still remain in use, after this point they appear to follow the custom of reserving them for the most important privileges, such as the issuance of fueros. Sirantoine argues that following the merging of the two crowns, the increased documentary production and consequently more juridical nature of the diploma left little room for literary flourishes, resulting in the disappearance of the preamble in the majority of instances.
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However, since the decline predated the merging of the crowns, the shift perhaps has additional contingent circumstances. In the early years of Fernando's reign, the preambles underpinned his rule through displaying the virtues of good kingship that emphasize the subsequent actions of the charter. 23 to extol and reinforce the tenets of authority of the royal office against the predatory attempts of Alfonso IX of León (r. 1188-1230) and the noble rebellions led by the Lara counts. The transitional point of 1224 does not coincide with any substantial changes in the chancery of Fernando III. 24 The chancellor, Juan of Osma, having been in the position since at least 6 September 1217 would remain in that office until his death in 1246. 25 Instead the year 1224 coincides with the year in which Fernando III initiated his military campaigns, thus focusing the foundation of his royal authority on military might. 26 Having stabilized the crown against threats to royal power, the authority of the document was increasingly underpinned by the successes of the sword rather than ideologies of kingship circulating in thirteenth-century Europe. Likewise the use of the preamble, which contained ethical maxims for ideal kingship, declined in favor of historical records of subduing religious enemies and the pious restoration of territory.
In many ways the preference of Fernando's chancellery to extol deeds in the dating clause at the expense of the preamble provides a further point of reference to the dynamics of the historiographical debate on nature of kingship in Spain. Historians have traditionally discussed the issue of medieval kingship under the lens of "sacral monarchy." Following in the footsteps of Marc Bloch and Ernst Kantorowicz, scholars have grounded much of their research on this political theology as manifested in England and France. 27 According to contemporary theorists, monarchs in these countries through the grace of God were given the divine right to rule. A ruler's sacrality was evident through various symbolic actions such as being anointed with oil at coronation and being able to heal certain diseases with their royal touch. Moreover, while the king had a natural body, he also embodied the corporate, mystical and enduring essence of the nation, denoted as the body politic. This juxtaposition of temporal and eternal was best encompassed in the commonly used phrase at the passing of a monarch: "The king is dead. Long live the king." While some historians have argued that a sacral monarchy can be found within the Iberian context, the more dominant trends understand Castilian monarchy as antithetical to French and English notions of sacral kingship and thus are decidedly non-sacral, or even nonEuropean. 28 Instead, Teófilo Ruiz argues that the exercise of power instead resided in martial prowess. Since their lands were conquered from Muslim enemies, there was no need to create sacral trappings such the twin rites of coronation and sacring to justify rule; it was justified on the battlefield. 29 However, this does not mean that ritual was completely absent, as political and theological ideas circulated in the interconnected European monarchies. While Castilian kingship was not sacral, neither was it completely secular, as nonetheless ceremonies and rituals that have been identified with the Iberian monarchies continued to be developed. 30 As Liam Moore suggests, one of those rituals was the performance of the royal charter, whereby the paraliturgical framework of the text places the reading of the text firmly within the sphere of political theology. 31 Within this ideological realm falls the use of the dating clause. The details of marriage, vassalage, or conquest encapsulate the fundamental tenets of good Iberian kingship. While having a secular and administrative purpose, the charters also underscores the religious nature of the king, who the audience hears serves by the grace of God, and thus conducts these affairs in the name of God. Furthermore, the placement of this information within a charter ensures a wider circulation of this ideology as even an itinerant king was unable to always display his majesty in all corners of the realm.
Turning more specifically to the charters of Fernando III, there exist 90 unique instances of dating clauses in charters. Issued to a variety of places (cathedrals, monasteries, and town councils) as well as persons (bishops and nobles), charters include such things as confirmation of past privileges, grants of territory, and relief of financial burdens. As such, the content is neither particularly pertinent to the dating clause. It serves as a vehicle through which to promulgate important moments in the reign of the monarch. As seen by the table below, these events can be classified by ceremonies such as marriage, knighting, or homage as well as announcing and remembering the recovery of territory. One may see on this day that I, King Fernando, having girded myself as a new knight with my own hand in the aforementioned monastery of the Holy Virgin Mary [of Las Huelgas], and three days after solemnly married the illustrious Queen Beatriz, the daughter of the king of the Romans, in the Cathedral of Burgos.
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Occurring twenty-seven times in various forms until the following fall, the notice is replete with the signs and symbols of kingship. Foremost, the use of place, beyond the practical logistics of stating where it happened, imbue the authority of the king granting the charter with dynastic legitimacy. By indicating his knighting at the Abbey of Santa María la Real de las Huelgas, the chancellery announces the connection to Alfonso VIII and Queen Leonor, who were not only the founders of the site but also were buried there. 33 While it is true that there exists no one necropolis for Spanish kings, the two immediate royal predecessors of Fernando III, along with other members of the royal family were laid to rest here. 34 Furthermore, since Alfonso VIII was renowned for his victory at Las Navas de Tolosa against the Almohads, the linking of the knighthood of Fernando III to this place provides the individual as no regular knight, but rather a piously inspired knight of the Virgin Mary, from whose altar he removed his sword and with whom he, and the Castilian monarchy, held a special connection. 35 Moreover, the assertion that the knighting occurred "manu propria" solidified Fernando's position as not only a warrior but also sovereign ruler, only beholden to God. For this phrase highlights that Fernando III positioned himself at the apex of society through self-knighting. 36 As opposed to other monarchs, for example Edward I of England (r. 1272-1307) who was knighted at the hands of Alfonso X of Castile (r. 1252-1284), the Castilians were insistent that no one could knight them. 37 For to do so would provide a claim of subjection, as Alfonso VIII's knighting Alfonso IX of León, in 1188 symbolized the king of Castile's lordship over his younger cousin, a point of pride recorded in the dating clauses of Alfonso VIII. 38 Ruiz argues that self-knighting and the royal arms were "in a sense, magical symbols of their promise as warriors, of their right to be kings." 39 To receive knighthood at the hand of another would disrupt the hierarchy of society as the knighted would have implied obligations and services to the person who granted it.
While notice of self-knighting ascribed martial and sovereign status to the monarch, the notice of marriage to Beatriz of Swabia should be considered the announcement's most important feature. Once again, the record of place bolstered legitimacy through the indication of marriage at the cathedral of Burgos, connecting the king to the support of Castilian ecclesiastical power, and in particular that of the important bishop Mauricio of Burgos (d. 1238) . 40 The extrapeninsular implications of the marriage were even more powerful as the marriage of Fernando and Beatriz was the culmination of a series of attempts to create a political alliance between the Castilian crown and the Hohenstaufen dynasty. 41 As a ward of Frederick II (d. 1250), Beatriz brought with her powerful connections that enabled Fernando to further secure his throne and allow Castile to participate much more fully on an international stage. As Jonathan Lyon has recently argued, the Hohenstaufen lineage thrived between the twelfth and thirteenth century in part due to their loyal sibling networks. Due to their connections, relationships had the potential to span entire lifetimes. 42 However, by the mid-thirteenth century, while sibling relationships "remained a significant feature of family politics," some lineages had died out and others "teetered on the brink of extinction." 43 Thus the marriage of Fernando III to Beatriz in 1219 capitalized on this moment, hoping to add to his royal image by placing himself within the orbit 38 of Hohenstaufen alliances. More than an image, this action created a tangible relationship between the two empires, as Beatriz was to introduce the Teutonic Order to the Iberian Peninsula, Frederick II was to play upon his new familial connection, asking for his relatives assistance in the wake of his 1245 deposition, and Alfonso X was to use his familial connection/inheritance, as a basis for his imperial claim on the Holy Roman Empire. 44 The importance of the alliance was emphasized through the dating clauses detailing of the royal ancestry of Beatriz. Benito-Vessels argues that her lineage provided the Castilian crown with enormous political capital, as Beatriz was inextricably linked to her father's status. 45 Referred to as "daughter of the king of the Romans" or "daughter of Philip, certain king of the Romans," Beatriz provides the Castilian crown a claim at the title of King of the Romans, and the more prestigious title of Holy Roman Emperor through her father, Philip of Swabia (d. 1208). Moreover, it is a claim that stands apart from that of the current ruler, Frederick II. If Beatriz was listed as his niece, then there is an argument for the Castilian king to be subordinate to that of the Hohenstaufen; however, this issue is circumvented through providing a means through which Fernando (and eventually his son Alfonso X) could make a claim to the imperial crown. Consequently, through the marriage announcement, the court of Fernando III heralded its elevated status as an international power with descent from multiple imperial dynasties.
However, such a dynastic move is irrelevant without the dissemination of the information. Below is a map charting the circulation of the news and reputation of Fernando III's knighting and marriage. The orange dots represent the places of issue for the charters containing news of the marriage. The corresponding orange lines indicate the circular itineration of the court in corresponding period between 12 December 1219 and 6 September 1220. The blue dots correspond to the places to which the charter was dispatched upon promulgation.
Figure 1. Diffusion of charter with dating clause concerning Fernando III's marriage and knighthood
In addition to places made aware of the development, the news circulated to the Order of Calatrava and Fernando Ibánez de Alarilla. 46 As is visually demonstrated, this news was circulated to all corners of the kingdom, making wider audiences aware of the developments happening at court and with their king. Moreover, it acted as a coda on the lingering turmoil of succession prompted by the sudden death of Enrique I and the encroaching threat of Alfonso IX. In the circulation of the announcement of knighting and marriage, the court of Fernando III provides a stable king, who is performing the actions expected of good governance as evidenced by personal achievement.
Beyond the marriage of Fernando III, the datum clauses include one other instance of recording of dynastic alliances. In a 1221 confirmation of privileges granted by Sancho III, the datum clause records "one may see on the third day after Jaime, the illustrious king of Aragon, count of Barcelona, lord of Montpellier, solemnly married my aunt, lady Eleanor." 47 Here through the arranged marriage of his aunt to James I, a political alliance secured the eastern border of Castile from neighborly aggression. While the content of the charter is not particularly relevant to the dating clause, the place of issuance is, as the charter is issued in Ágreda, the place in which the marriage took place. The fact that this is the only other marriage mentioned in the datum clause is particularly interesting, as this means that there is no corresponding announcement of Fernando's second marriage to Juana of Ponthieu in 1237. While her marriage was advantageous for the relationship between France and Castile-León, as it chained the county of Ponthieu to a more distant Iberian ruler rather than the English king Henry III, her non-royal status did not add the same level of prestige to an already rich imperial heritage. Thus while the dating clause recorded contemporary events, the selective implementation indicates thought put into the value of events recorded. For the two instances of marriage, the dating clause was not simply a contemporary record, but rather a means through which to declare dynastic alliances and legitimize Fernando's royal status at a point of insecurity on the part of the crown.
The second type of event recorded was the performance of feudal obligations. On 22 March 1222, the dating clause publicized the taking of the feudal oath of homage towards Fernando's firstborn and presumptive heir, the future Alfonso X. It reads "one may see on the day after the men of the realm solemnly made don Alfonso infante near Burgos." 48 In this fashion, the news of homage paid by the kingdom was recalled to the court who had taken the oath the day before and was circulated out as a witness to the newly made allegiance.
Other than the oath of homage, the charters proclaim what from their perspective was the creation of Muslim vassalage. Within the dating clauses, three different instances are recorded:
One may see in same year that the king of Valencia, came to me at Moya with all his very powerful men of the Moorish territory, became my vassal and kissed my hands. And one may see in the year that Muhammad, king of Baeza, became my vassal and kissed my hands. 50 And one may see in the same year the king of Baeza, near Las Navas de Tolosa became my vassal and kissed my hands and Salvatierra and Borialmer were freed from the hands of the Saracens and returned to the cult of Christianity. 51 And one may in the same year that the king of Granada was made the vassal of the King of Castile and kissed his hands and gave to him the seal of the lord of Jaen. 52 The first three instances come from Fernando's initial military campaigns. At odds with al-'Ādil, the Almohad governor in al-Andalus and later caliph, his cousins Abū Zayd and al-Bayāsī, instead sought alliance with Fernando III following his successful conquest of Quesada in 1224. 53 Interestingly a strong political statement is made through the alliance with al-Bayāsī sealed on the field of Las Navas de Tolosa, a place of pride and victory against the Almohads, now serving in the charter as a reminder of that past and the additional current Almohad submission. 54 The fourth notice of alliance is with Ibn al-Aḥmar, the future Muḥammad I of Granada, one of the key allies in the conquests of Jaen and Seville. 55 In all three instances, the dating clause details the same process whereby the Muslim leader approached Fernando III, became his vassal and demonstrated fealty through kissing his hands. Each individual is also characterized as a king; while anachronistic (and in some cases optimistic!) to ascribe such feudo-vassalic language to the leaders of Muslim polities, doing so provides an extra air of legitimacy to the power of Fernando III. For he was not simply the king of Castile-Leon, but rather approached imperial status having accumulated various "kings" under his rule. In so doing, the dating clauses emulated Alfonso VII, the Christian writings of whom placed Zafadola (d. 1146) as one of the vassal kings of the emperor of all Spains. 56 Beyond literary emulation, recording their status as Muslims was important, for as Hussein Fancy has recently argued that their inclusion in the political and military actions is crucial because they maintain their difference. In maintaining their religious difference, they bolster the sovereignty of the ruler, who is able to claim a more imperial and universal form of leadership. 57 Finally, it constructs his reign as one that is successful in the goal of submitting the Muslim "other" to Christian Castile. However, this is an imagined reality, as socio-religious differences means that both sides do not follow the same mechanisms of alliance and this vision of Iberia never came to fruition. 58 Instead, there was more often a pragmatism that overrode conceptions of religious solidarity and "Christian" and "Islamic" traditions of institutional arrangement. 59 Finally, the dating clause contained records of conquest, which beyond an announcement of fact encoded the authority of the documents as guaranteed by a warrior king. Starting with the capture of castrum Capellam, the charters make explicit the role of the king as a successful warrior, through the liberation of territories from the "hands of the Saracens." 60 And in doing so, the chancellery also ascribes a piety to these actions, as the territory was not mentioned as a benefit to the monarchy; it was accomplished so that these areas could be "restored the cult of Christianity." 61 Following the conquest of Cordoba, the notices take an even more magisterial tone. Each subsequent place captured becomes the "most noble" or "most famous city." And so too does the descriptive language surrounding Fernando III. Whereas it is simply the "Lord King" who captures Cordoba and Jaen, the capture of Seville was effected by alternately the "most glorious," "most victorious," or "always lucky and victorious" king. Moreover, these deeds have spiritual approval, occurring through the grace of the Holy Spirit or the clemency of God. 62 Finally, the importance of the capture of the city extends beyond the notice simply being of current events, they instead define the king and the authority that underpins the grants. This practice also can be found in the charters of Alfonso VIII following the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa. The datum clause reads in part:
One may see on the third year after I, the above mentioned king Alfonso conquered Miramolin, king of Morocco, in battle near the plains of Las Navas de Tolosa, not by my own merit, but through the mercy of God and the help of my vassals. 63 Charters circulated the martial and pious reputation of Fernando as each territorial gain was accomplished, and continued to do so for several years after the fact. For example, notices of the capture of Cordoba extend to the third year after its accomplishment. 64 The capture of Seville extends to the fourth year, and is perhaps is only curtailed by the fact of Fernando's death. 65 In the map below, the blue dots represent the places to which charters that contained the dating clause about the capture of Seville were sent.
Figure 2. Diffusion of charters with a dating clause concerning the capture of Seville
The charters surrounding the city of Seville represent bequests made for those individuals loyal to Fernando during his conquest. More interesting are the charters which contain news of the conquest of Seville issued to more northern cities. As Arias Guillen notes, the fact that Castile-Leon was a "composite kingdom" meant that kingship was exercised differently in the regions. 66 Namely, the recovery of Al-Andalus stood as its own evidence of the power of the monarchs in the southern areas of Castile-Leon, whereas the more northern cities did not have the same visible symbols. As such the king was not able to stay away from these places for long, eventually having to return in order to display their authority and quell unrest. 67 Similarly, the charters sent northward, and especially toward Galicia, served a similar purpose through the inculcation of the power of the king and his pursuit of the pious task of the restoration of territory from Castilian foes. Consequently, even though Fernando spent the majority of his final 66 Arias Guillen, op. cit., 476. 67 ibid.
years in the city of Seville, his charters circulated the news, making both the reputation and presence of the king felt throughout the kingdom.
This article has underscored the importance of charters in the construction of the image of the king. While this was accomplished in a multitude of ways, it is the inclusion of the deeds within dating clauses that most consistently extols a vision of the king and kingship. For charters served as a vehicle to circulate news concerning socio-political achievements and disseminate the reputation of a king, even when he was not physically present in a location. Preserved within treasuries or enrolled in cartularies, charters had a secondary effect of providing an institutional memory of the king that would be preserved long after his reign. For Fernando III, following the union of the crowns in 1230, and in particular after the conquest of Cordoba in 1236, the dating clause served as a means to report the most recent progress of restoration and growing martial and pious reputation of the conqueror. As opposed to vagaries of political theology or ethical maxims, these deeds represented concrete accomplishments on which claims for rulership in the Iberian Peninsula were based. And while they underscore an approach to power that favored martial motifs over sacred justification, the dating clauses provide markers of religiosity as central motivation for the work of Fernando III and the Castilian monarchy. The subsequent dissemination of the documents through the performance at the place of composition as well as the destination enabled the construction of the king and kingship to find circulation throughout the entirety of his realm and ultimately placed the majesty of the king before a population who increasingly did not interface with its monarch.
